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Criteria for Papers. A. Introduction. â€¢ A clear statement of purpose of the paper. What is the topic or issue and what
aspect(s) of it will be covered in the paper?.

This article is Open Access Please wait while we load your content People commonly misconceive that mark
bands are too vague. Rather than point out the line, paragraph or stanza, integrate quotes into your sentences: it
improves brevity and flow. Beyond ASSURED, modern clinical practises and crisis readiness also require
additional informational functionality, which a systems approach using paper-based solutions could ensure. To
be both consistent and convincing, you need to sustain and support a single thesis throughout your entire
essay, rather than link seemingly random analysis in your conclusion. Rather than suffer from low scores
yelling: out, damned mark! Paper-based diagnostics primarily contribute to the affordable, equipment-free,
and deliverable-to-end-user aspects. Think of each as a different level of persuasion. The entirety of criterion
A addresses the following two crucial areas: quality of interpretation and use of references. But avoid being
too clinical in your writing, and let your personal style breathe life into your essay. These devices typically
consist of microfluidic, chemical, and biological diagnostic components implemented on paper substrates,
towards addressing the ASSURED Affordable, Sensitive, Specific, User friendly, Rapid and Robust,
Equipment free and Deliverable to end users principles set out by the World Health Organization. Regardless
of the quality of your analysis, a bad essay like rushed hot pot throws ideas at an examiner without a clear
theme; a good essay connects them together. This paper reviews the printed functional building blocks that
contribute towards achieving this goal, from individual printed electronic components to fully integrated
solutions. Advances in printed electronics provide a fitting foundation for implementing augmented
functionality, while maintaining the affordability and disposability of paper-based diagnostics. During
planning, I highlight the quotes I intend to use. Try again? References Appropriate use of references is
unbelievably important: it provides substance to your arguments. Important modules for sensing, read-out of
results, data processing and communication, and on-board power are explored, and solutions printed on
flexible or paper-based substrates for integration with paper-based diagnostics are considered. Always refer
back to your main thesis. I personally like to use a thematic structure of cause, effect, and consequence
because it develops a logical flow between arguments and of analysis. Following that, well-chosen references
support your argument and a deeper meaning to a significant degree efficiently but does not completely
illustrate your thesis. Although many of the unit operations required to achieve the ASSURED criteria can be
implemented using paper, basic system functionality is still lacking, and this requires a concerted effort in
integration of the various components for truly ASSURED solutions to be realized. Aside from precision,
level of persuasion is also largely impacted by length and variation. The examiner uses this exact checklist to
give and take marks. Examiners are forgetful, so give them a hand y when you can. The extent to which you
do so determines the level of quality. The lower markbands consider whether references to the stimulus are
present. Blindly jumping into ideas and writing extensively about them without referring to the stimulus will
get you no higher than a 3. In order to achieve effective references, your references need to be persuasive â€”
that is, well explained and supporting all the ideas in your paragraph and thesis. Generally, you should be
using as much evidence as you can to support your arguments. Something went wrong.


